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Abstract

The contributions of heavy scalar fields to the oblique electroweak correction
parameters S and T are discussed with an emphasis of the decoupling properties
of these contributions.

It turns that in the decoupling limit, we also get the

custodial symmetry.
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Introduction
The study

the detailed

of precision

structure

measurements

of the Standard

particular,

over the years,

interaction

ha* played an important

theory.

the higher

The recent analysis

useful information
interactions.

These

to the heavy

sensitive

decoupling

Model(SM)

features

particles

dependence

that physics

of the Standard

on the high masses,

of decoupling

Model of electroweak

corrections

is that they are quite

of the Standard

which are results

particles

not too heavy while very heavy particles
the decoupling

of violation

disturbing

in isolation.

which

Model.
of the

at the high maas scales.

is somewhat

at a given mass scMe can not be studied
is to have those

in electromagnetic

corrections _,2,_ can prov'des

in many of tile extensions

the violation

to avoid the situation

violate

as it implies

One possible

way

the decoupling

should be implemented

to be

in such a way that

is satisfied. 5

In the standard
the Higgs scalars.

model, the fermions get their masses from the Yukawa couplings
Thus the masses heavier than the Higgs vacuuam

will require large Yukawa couplings,

violations.

electroweak

of these oblique

In

the QED zm the fundamental

theorem, 't might provide a window to study physics

On the other hand,

(VEV)

corrections

role in establishing

on the oblique

can test

and look for new physics.

order radiative

about .+.hepossible extensions

One of the interesting
sensitive

in the electrowea_k interactions

expectation

to

vMues

which are the source of the decoupling

Fermions much heavier than the electroweak

masse+ from either bare mass term or some VEV's

scale most likely will get their

much larger than the electroweak

scale. In these cases the physics at the electroweak scale will not be sensitive to the
very heavy particles.
The

contribution

from the heavy

studied

quite extensively

feature

of the scalsr

in the literature.

contributions.

the heavy scalar particles

violation

value for T.:

particles tile parameter

and is positive

out that

T can take negative
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been

for the decoupling
we summa-

with some remarks.
corrections

measures

for a standard

experimental

data

for multiplets

values. _ Actually,
2

ha,

some generM

of comparison

t in the oblique

h+md tile present

It was pointed

the mechanism

contributions

SU(2) symmetry

corrections

we will discuss

For the purpose

for the fermion

be_tvy do,thief. '_ On the other
a negative

In particular,

that the T parameter

of the custodial

to the oblique

In this paper

will be studied.

rize the some of the results
It is well known

fermions

left-handed

seems

involving

the

to favor
Majorana

it is not hard to see that

|

t

the negative

contribution

and the right-handed

comes mainly from the interference

SU(2) gauge couplings

bosons. :_'lt' Thus the positiveness
pure left-handed
take negative

gauge

under the SU(2)L

It is interesting

masses

theorem.

This is not surprising

because

coupling

quadratically

components

the heavy

doublet,

cancellation.
betweet:

the decoupling

the decoupling.

fermions

One way to recover the

irt the form of vector-hke

multiplets

large coupling.

so

In these

will vanish in the heavy mass limit due to some complicated

'_ One important

feature

in the calculation

_he light and heavy fermions

The S parameter

transform

the T parameter

and this violates

that the heavy mass can come from a large bare mass without
cases the T parameter

can

in this case the large fermion mass comes from

which invalidates

is to introduce

the T parameter

and right-handed

to note that for the case of left-handed

on the heavy fermion

decoupling

Therefore,

gauge group.

depends

a large Yukawa

of the gauge

holds only for special cases of the

couplings.

values if both the left-handed

non-trivially

the left-handed

in the self energy graphs

of the T parameter

(or right-handed)

between

in the oblique

is inversely
correction

is the fact that

proportional

the mixing

to heavy mass.

which is proportional

to the combina-

tion _'!_-(0) of the gauge boson self energies, is given for the usual left-handed

doublet

SLS

S-where Y is the weak hypercharge
ponents

of the doublet.

doublet

and could be negative

for the left-right
some sense,

symmetric

fields.

left-right

m---_a
+ 1

(I)

and mu , mot are the masses

the sign of S is positive

multiplets

in the limit

measures

of degenerate

the asymmetry

i.e. vector-like

in the

It turns out that S vanishes

between

Hence one can make the S parameter

symmetry,

of up and down com-

for small mass splitting

for large mms splitting.

the S parameter

the right-handed
proximate

Thus

_

multiplets

masses. _ Thus
the left-handed

small by having

with respect

in
and

an ap-

to the SU(2)L

gauge group.
From Eq.(1)

we see that for the case of the usual doublet

on the heavy masses only logarithmically.
like SU(2) singlet,
heavy fermion
inversely

the S parameter

can couple

proportional

more general

depends

that if we add a heavy vector-

will vanish in the limit of large mass because

to the SU(2)

to the heavy

This implies

the S parameter

gauge bosons

mass.

only through

The decoLtpling

should

mixing

which is

be valid for the

cases as long as the large mass does not come from large couplings.
3
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B

The scalar contribution to the T parameter has been calculated many years ago
by Toussiant II in the two doublet extension of the Standard Model . The result is
that it can have either sign and it grows as we increase the Higgs mass. This violation
of decoupling is due tv the fact that in tiffs case the large Higgs mass requires a large
scalar self coupling.

The sign of the S parameter has been studied

limit of tile custodial

SU(2) symmetry. 12

recently in the

In this paper we will study the oblique parameters S and T for the cases where the
large scalar mass does not come from large coupling so that the decoupling theorem
holds. It is expected

that the dependence

on the scalar masses of these parameters

will be strongly influenced by the decoupling.
II. Heavy

Scalar

Particles

In this section we will specify the properties
tribution

to the oblique parameters,

we will be interested

of the scalar particles

who:e con-

S, T, will be studied in the next section.

Here
t

in the validity of the decoupling of the scalar particles in the

oblique corrections.

Specifically, we are interested

in the limit masses of the scalar

particles are much greater than the vacuum expectation
the SU(2) × U(1) symmetry.

v, that breaks

Since VEV of any scalar in the nontrivial representation

of SU(2) group will contribute
heavy scalar particles

value(VEV),

to the gauge boson masses, which are held fixed, the

can be realized without large couplings only for those which

do not develop VEV. This can be achieved by changing the sign of the quadratic
terms in the Higgs potentials.

For simplicity, we will introduce an SU(2) doublets of

scalar particles in addition to the standard model doublet.

With appropriate

discrete

symmetry, the Higgs potentials can be written as,

where H is the standard

doublet and

¢ =
is the new doublet.

Note that the quadratic

¢_.

(3)

term in ¢ has the opposite sign from that

_f H, so that it is possible to have a. solution for the minimum of the Higgs potential
in which the scalar field ¢ do not develop VEV. BefQre the spontaneous

symmetry

breaking (SBS), both particles in the doublet ¢ have the same mass m, and SBS will

b

split the masses,
we

denoted

by ml,

m_, through

the coupling

between

H and ¢. Thus

have

<<
i.e. in the heavy
general

feature

couplings.

mass limit

two scalar

particles

particles,

if their

of the heavy

Note that

which simplifies

to note that

that

this will have the consequence
parameters

bosons,

again.

This is a

do not come from large

between

H and ¢ multiplets

specified

by Eq.(4),

for the scalar
that

that

mass

parameters

should

limit

given ;: Eq.(1),

the decoupling

these

This feature

doublet.

As we shall

of the heavy

see later

particles

in the

will also vanish in the limit

be true for all multiplets,

does not involve

which satisfiies

we also

large

couplings.

both the decoupling

of

fermions

or

For example,

and the custodial

in the limit given in Eq.(4).

Scalar
The

symmetry

will imply

as long as heavy

symmetry
III.

SU(2)

symmetry.

the S parameter

masses

in the heavy mass limit

the custodial

SU(2)

heavy

degenerate

in this simple case there is no mixing

have

exact

become

the calculation.

It is interesting

oblique

(4)

contribution

to S, and

1-loop contributions

given in Fig.

1 and Fig.

T parameters

to the gauge

2. These

boson

self energies

two types of diagrams

come from diagrams

gives rise to the following

two integrals,
I_'_'(m)

ig2 -i,_ f

-T g J

I_'(m,,m._,q)For the calculation

d"!k

1

(5)

-

(2_')" (k2 - m_) [(k + q)_ - m_]

of the T parameter

we can set q = 0. In dimensional

(6)
regulation,

these are given by

o

1,,,(my,m2,0)

-2/'

= _g2_g,,,

(4_.)2

(+

1-1n_

(7)

1

dc_[c_m_ + (1 - c_)rn_] In [o_m_ .+ (1-

a)m_] }

(8)

where p is the arbitrary mass parameter in the dimensional regulation and _ is the
combination
1

= -E - _ + l,_4,,

with 7 the Euler's constant,

and e = (4 - n)/2.

calculate the scalar contributions

(9)

Using these two functions we can

to the oblique parameter T given by
e 2

aT = ap = sin2 0,,,M,_,[_r,,(0) - _rs3(0)]
The indices 1 and 3 refer to SU(2)L components

(10)

and 9ZTr,.i(qz) is the self energy of

SU(2) gauge bosons. After some algebra, the result is given by

,_:,:,(0)
=0

(12)

Eq.(12) follows from the fact that for the case ml = m2 = m, II '_ and I_'_ cancel each
other.

This simply corresponds

to the fact that for equal masses,_r:_:_reduces to the

photon self energy which vanishes at q2 = 0. The T parameter

aT -- sin20wM,_'
It is interesting

× 32_r2

(m._ - rn_) h_-rn_

is then given by

+ _(m,+ _)

(_3)

to note that this result is exactly the same as the fermion contri-

bution to T parameter for a single SU(2) left-handed

doublet

and is positive except

for ml = m2. To see how the decoupling takes piace for the scalar contribution,

we

let m,, m2 be large but with Irn_ - rn_l << m_ + rn_, as explained in last section. In
this limit we get
e2
1
1 (AmZ) 2
aT = sin2 0_.M,,,
z 87r-'--_
× -3(._ + ._)
(14)
where Am _ = m_ - m_. Clearly, the decoupling is valid for this case• Note that even
though the mass dependence
features

are completely

come from independent

here is the same as the fermion case, the decoupling

different.

For the left-handed

Yukawa couplings

doublet,

the masses m_, m_

and the decoupling

fails if either mass

become very large. Note that T in Eq.(14) also vanishes in the custodial SU(2) limit
a.s il,
should.
In the more general cases, there might be mixing between the light and heavy
particles.

However, this will not change the decoupling feature.

This cs,_ be seen

I

Q

as follows.

For the graphs involving only the heavy particles, the analysis is the

same as before and those containing only light particles are irrelevant.For the graphs
containing one light and one heavy particles,we can take the limit, ml large and m2
fixed in Eq.(13) to get
T ocm_
which seems to grow in the large mass limit.

(15)
However, it is not h_rd to see that

the mixings between the light and heavy particles are suppressed by (m_/mt2), which
comes in twice in the self energy graphs. These factors will cause the parameter T to
go to zero in the heavy mass limit and decoupling is recovered. Note that in the case
with mixing ,r:,:,(0) is no longer zero because the gauge coupling of W_ is no longer
diagonal in the mass eigenstates.

But it is easy to see that the mass dependence of

Tr:,:,(0)is similar to that of Tr,,(0) and the same conchsion

holds.

For the calculation of the S parameter we write Eq. (6) as

I.r
_(m,,._,q)=
_,'_(m,,._,q_)
+..

(16)

From this we can calculate the first derivative with respect to q2

,

d_ (m,,_,
q")I_-o
dq_

_ (4_)_
1 _i{ -5
l(_+in.2)+2_o'daa(
-

l_a)In[am_+(l_a)m_]}

(17)

The S parameter is then given by

s = -s_

_.-(q_)I_,=o
=

(is)

where ml and m7 are masses of _b° and _b-, respectively.

It is clear from this that

in the large mass limit defined by Eq.(4), S goes to zero and the decoupling is valid.
The new feature here is that S vanishes also in the limit of exact custodial
symmetry

as a consequence of decoupling

SU(2)

as explained in the previous section.

IV. Discussion
We have studied the oblique corrections coming form an SU(2) doublet of scalars
which does not have VEV's so that their masses can be much heavier than the electroweak scale. As a consequence,
multiplet

in the heavy mass limit the mass difference in the

has to be much smaller than the masses themselves.

mass limit, we have the custodial SU(2) symmetry.

Thus in the heavy

This should be true for ali mul-

tiplets for which the decoupling theorem is valid. Thus the decoupling
7

of the heavy

particles also implies that their contribution to the oblique corrections

vanish in the

custodial SU(2) symmetry limit. The decoupling properties of the parameters S,T are
demonstrated

explicitly.

It is interesting to note that the scalar doublet contribution

to tile parameter T is exactly the same as the left-handed doublet contribution
positive. The S parameter

and is

from the scalar can have either sign. But the new features

is that it vanishes in the degenerate mass limit.
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Figure Caption
Fig.1 the gauge boson self energy graph coming from the tri-linear coupling.
Fig.2 the gauge boson self energy graph coming from the quartic coupling.
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